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Aluminium from a big-picture 
climate perspective, and our 
main challenges as an industry
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All materials come with a footprint
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Materials

Aluminium is an energy bank

Primary aluminium’s biggest challenge is also

the strongest advantage of  recycled aluminium



Climate change is now a global megatrend
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All industries work for radical improvements to remain a part of the solution

ESG



Our main challenges
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Average value chain emissions are too high, while post-consumer scrap collection rates 
are much too low

Source: Hydro analysis, CRU

Collection rates of post-consumer aluminium are much too low

• PCS collection rate around 50% in Europe and the US

Green transition for aluminium dependent on energy source 

• Renewables-based aluminium: ~4 kg CO2/kg Al

• Fossil-based aluminium: ~20 kg CO2/kg Al
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How to ensure 
we are part of 
the solution?



More for less

Continuing to pushing the boundaries

• Hydro already carbon-neutral from a life-cycle perspective

• 30% by 2030 target on own emissions to enable REDUXA 2.0

Circular economy dependent on low-carbon, circular solutions

• REDUXA: certified low-carbon aluminium (max. 4 kg CO2/kg Al)

• CIRCAL: certified to contain at least 75% PCS aluminium

More aluminium based on renewable energy, cut carbon emissions in the whole value chain



Full disclosure
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Ensuring full value chain transparency on emissions from mine to finished product
– also for recycled aluminium

If it’s not reported, it’s not done



Making it easy
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Empowering end-consumers by making it easier to chose sustainable solutions



How to ensure 
we are part of 
the solution?

How to improve 
post-consumer 
scrap  recycling? 



Digging deeper
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Accelerating technology development in collection and sorting to improve PCS collection and 
avoid landfill aluminium



Designing for circularity
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Designing for disassembly to enable recycling and reuse of aluminium



Coming clean
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Remelting of process scrap has been taken care of by our industry, and the challenge we need 
to solve is how to dramatically improve recycling og post-consumer scrap

In Hydro we distinguish between

remelting and recycling of aluminium

• Recycling of post-consumer scrap essential 

from the climate efficiency perspective

• Remelting of process scrap essential from 

the resource efficiency perspective



Not all recycled aluminium is equal

Hydro believes that our industry 

needs to constantly reduce our 

metal’s carbon footprint.

That is why Hydro advocates for 

common standards to ensure that 

aluminium recycling actually 

contributes to reducing emissions. 

Our standards must stand up to the 

long-term scrutiny of our customers 

and the wider societies we operate.

…for aluminium to be part of the solution




